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Two Trends that Drive Hazy 
1.  Data in unprecedented number of formats 

Hazy integrates sta<s<cal techniques into an RDBMS 

2. Arms race for deeper understanding of data 

Automated  Sta<s<cal AND Manage Data  RDBMS 

Hazy Hypothesis: Handful of sta<s<cal operators 
 capture a diverse set of applica<ons.  



An RDBMS in One‐Slide 
A rela(onal database management system (RDBMS) is 
a soJware ar<fact that simplifies building applica6ons 
that use large amounts of data by providing: 
1.  data storage, 
2.  sophis<cated query processing infrastructure, and 
3.  a programming model that simplifies concurrent 

access to data (transac<ons). 

Model: data stored as set of rela<ons (sets of tuples) 
and transformed via first‐order logic statements (SQL). 

Hazy: Extend an RBDMS to handle the requirements of 
applica<ons that use sta6s6cal data analysis. 



Outline 

Three Applica<on Areas for Hazy 

Drill Down: One Text Applica<on 

Maintaining the Output of Classifica<on 

Hazy Heads to the South Pole  



Data constantly generated on the 
Web, TwiUer, Blogs, and Facebook 

Build tools to lower cost of analysis 

Extract and Classify sen<ment about products, 
ad campaigns, and customer facing en<<es. 

Sta<s<cal tools for extrac(on (e.g., CRFs) and classifica(on 
(e.g., SVM).  Performance and maintenance are data 

management challenges (DMC) 



DMC: Transform and maintain large 
volumes of sensor data and derived analysis 

A physicist interpolates sensor readings and uses 
regression to more deeply understand their data 

Models that extract en<<es from sequences of words  
are similar to 

models that extract physical meaning from sensor readings. 



OCR and Speech 

DMC: Process large volumes of sta<s<cal data 

GeZng text is challenging!  
(sta<s<cal model errors) 

A social scien<st wants to extract the frequency of 
synonyms of English words in 18th century texts. 

Output of speech and OCR models similar to 
output of text labeling models 

OCR & Speech 



Takeaway and Implica<ons 

Sta<s<cal processing on large data  
enables a wide variety of new applica<ons. 

Key challenges are maintenance and performance 
(data management challenges) 

Hazy Hypothesis: Handful of sta<s<cal operators 
capture a diverse set of applica<ons 



Outline 

Three Applica<on Areas for Hazy 

Drill Down: One Text Applica<on 

Maintaining the Output of Classifica<on 

Hazy Heads to the South Pole  



Classify publica<ons by subject area 



The workflow requires several steps 
Classify publica<on by subject area 

Hazy Evidence: We know names for these operators 

Simplified workflow 
1. Paper references are crawled from the Web. 
2. En<<es (Papers, Authors,…) are extracted and deduplicated. 
3. Each paper is classified by subject area 
4. DB is queried to render Web page. 

We s<ll use the RDBMS for rendering, reports, etc. 



An Example of  
How Hazy Helps 



Learning and Inference  
Declara<vely Specified Together 

Hazy/
RDBMS 

CREATE CLASSIFICATION VIEW V(id,label) 
               ENTITIES FROM Papers 

       EXAMPLES FROM Example      

Declara<ve SQL‐Like 
Program 

Tuples In. Tuples out. Hazy handles the 
sta6s6cal and tradi6onal  details. 



Hazy Helps with Correc<ons 

Hazy/ 
RDBMS 

Paper 10 is not about query 
op6miza6on ‐‐  it is about  
Informa6on Extrac6on 

Easy as an INSERT: Update fixes that entry – and 
perhaps more – automa6cally. 

CREATE CLASSIFICATION VIEW V(id,label) 
               ENTITIES FROM Papers 

       EXAMPLES FROM Example      

Declara<ve SQL‐Like 
Program 



Design Goals: Hazy should… 

•  … look like standard language (SQL) 
–  Ideal: applica<on unaware of sta<s<cal techniques 
– Build on solu<ons for classical data management 
problems 

•  … automate rou<ne tasks 
– E.g., updates propagate through the system 
– Eventually, order operators for performance 



Where Hazy is Now 



•  In PostgreSQL, we’ve built: 
– Classifica(on: SVMs, Least Squares 

– Cluster/Equivalence: Synonyms and Coreference 
– Factor Analysis: Low‐Rank Matrix Factoriza<on 
– Transducers for Sequences: Text, Audio, & OCR 
– Sophis(cated Reasoning: Markov Logic Networks 

Building Like Mad (Cows) 

User declares task to Hazy using SQL (First Order Logic) 

Model‐based Views 
(Deshpande et al) 

Beat them at their own game: Using Hazy, we rebuilt 
prior systems with higher quality and performance! 



Reasoning by Analogy…  

Classical RA  Hazy Operator 
Selec<on  Classifica<on 
Projec<on  Clustering (Equivalence) 
Join  Factor Analysis 
SQL’s LIKE  Transducer algebra 
Constraints  Markov Logic Networks 

Hazy Hypothesis: Handful of sta<s<cal 
operators capture a diverse set of applica<ons.  

LeJ hand‐side (+ set difference) = First Order Logic 



Hazy Heads to the South Pole 



IceCube 

Digital Op<cal 
Module (DOM) 



Workflow of IceCube 

In Ice: Detec<on occurs.  

At Pole: Algorithm says “Interes<ng!” 

In Madison: Lots of data analysis. 

Via satellite: Interes<ng DOM readings 



A Key Step: Detec<ng Track 

Mathema<cal structure used to help track neutrinos 
is similar to labeling text/tracking/OCR! 

Here, Speed 
≈ Quality 



Framework: Regression Problems 

Examples:  

1. Neutrino Tracking: yi is a DOM (sensor) reading 

2. CRFs: yi is (docment, labeling) 

3. NeJlix: yi is (user,movie,ra<ng) 

Others tools also fit this model, e.g., SVMs 

€ 

minxP(x) + f (x,yi)
i=1

N

∑

Claim: General data analysis technique that is 
amenable to RDBMS processing 

x the model 

yi A data item 

f Scores the error 

P Enforces prior 



Background: Gradient Methods 

€ 

F(x) = P(x) + f (x,yi)
i=1

N

∑
Gradient Methods: Itera<ve. 
1. Take current x,  
2. Derivate F wrt x,  
3. Move in opposite direc<on 

€ 

xk+1 = xk −∇F(xk )

€ 

xk

€ 

xk+1
F(x) 



Incremental Gradient Methods 

€ 

F(x) =P(x) + f (x,yi)
i=1

N

∑
Gradient Methods: Itera<ve.  
1. Take current x,  
2. Approximate deriva<ve of F wrt x,  
3. Move in opposite direc<on 

€ 

xk+1 = xk −∇F(xk )

€ 

∇F(x)≈ ∇P(x) + N∇f (x,y j )
Sample a single data item to  
approximate the gradient 



Incremental Gradient Methods (iGMs) 

Why use iGMs? Provably, iGMs converge to an op<mal 
for many problems, but the real reason is: 

iGMs are fast. 

Technical connec<on: iGM processing isomorphic to 
processing a tuple, so RBDMS processing techniques apply 

RDBMS can choose high performance data execu6on plans  
using cost models of disk, memory, cpu, etc. 



 RDBMS abili<es are not fully u<lized 

We may be able to access data orders of magnitude 
faster at the expense of some bias in the iGM steps.  

What is the trade off?  

How does bias affect convergence of iGMs? 



Noise‐free Least Squares 

How we select η(i) maUers: 
1. With replacement, converges at 1/k rate. (fastest in theory) 
2. Worst case, determinis<c ordering (quadra<cally slower) 
3. Without replacement, empirically fastest (no beUer than 2) 

Data set M-SGD SGD! SVML V-SQL V-MM
FC (R) 3.0m 20.0s 36.1m 8.2m 14.2s
RCV1 XX 87.0s 4.0h 32.3m 35.0s
Syn-100M XX XX XX 1.9h XX

FC (OVA) 7.1m – – 8.2m 14.4s
DBLife 26.0m – – 23.3s 0.6s

Figure 12: Standard Classification Tasks. Total Ex-

ecution time. Binary classification/regression problems sit

above the double line and multiclass classifications are below.

XX indicates did not terminate. – indicates uses unsupported

feature. SGD does not shu!e the data. SVML is SVMLight.

Figure 13: Lesion Studies. (A) E!ect of Order on
Epochs v. RMSE on Netflix. (B) Time v. RMSE.

Victor-SQL continues to run: it takes 1.9 hours to converge
to the optimal solution.

D.3 Incremental Gradient Lesion Study
To understand the contribution of incremental gradients,

we implemented a batch gradient scheme in Victor (i.e., B
is the whole data set in Eq. 4). An epoch of batch gradient
is actually faster in the RDBMS (an epoch of Forest Cover
takes 17s). However, the quality of the solution achieved
after 100 epochs of this näıve approach is worse than after
15 epochs of the stochastic approach. Thus, overall using
batch gradients is a net loss. This discrepancy is known in
the optimization literature [4] and supports our choice to
use incremental gradients on large-scale problems.

D.4 Sampling Lesion Study
We validate that without-replacement sampling allows faster

rates of convergence (we describe this theoretically in the
next section). To verify this assertion, we run the Netflix
data set in Victor-MM and force it to shu!e the data in
three ways: (1) without-replacement at each epoch (WO),
(2) with-replacement shu!ing (WR), and (3) a determin-
istic order (No Shu!e). In the No Shu!e approach, since
there is no need to shu!e data, we can and do use an ad-
ditional core for computation. The other two approaches
use 11 cores to compute the gradient and 1 core for shuf-
fling using the appropriate shu!ing algorithm. Figure 13(B)
shows the running time (x-axis) versus the RMSE while (B)
plots each epoch versus RMSE. We can see is that No Shuf-
fle converges substantially slower than either random order
in terms of epochs. Moreover, without-replacement shu!e
converges notably faster per epoch. The reported runs above
are averaged. On every run, without-replacement sampling
has lower RMSE than with-replacement sampling on every
epoch. We also see that the overhead for shu!ing is ! 4%
higher for WO (124.8s) versus No Shu!e (119.5s).

For with-replacement shu!ing, the shu!e phase is longer
than without-replacement shu!ing (almost 20s to shu!e the
Netflix data set). As we can see from the bumps of in Fig-
ure 13 in WR-11 (with replacement sampling with 11 worker
threads), there are periodic hiccups while worker threads
wait for the shu!er to complete. This justifies our decision
to pursue without-replacement sampling. To compensate
for these longer times, the scheduler reduces the number of
worker cores that perform work (here from 11 to 8). Thus,
we report WR-8 that uses 8 worker threads. The RMSE
using 8 or 11 threads decreases almost identically per epoch
(not always true), but here WR-8 speeds up the completion
time modestly (3% here, indicated by the “X”-mark).

E. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
A key insight that underlies our algorithms is that we

can constrain the ordering of the iGM’s steps to get paral-
lelism. But, this begs a simpler (and far deeper) question:
What e!ect does the ordering have on the convergence rate
of iGMs? To answer this question, we need to first un-
derstand the discrepancy in convergence rate between with-
and without-replacement sampling for iGMs (which is long-
standing open problem in optimization [4, pg. 628]). We
make progress on this problem for special cases, and explain
our current line of attack. The key intuition is that with-
replacement sampling may su"er from a coupon collector’s
penalty, i.e., with-replacement sampling may require a log-
arithmic factor more samples just to touch all of the terms
in the objective function. When the number of terms is in
the billions, the log factor can lead to significant slow downs.
However without-replacement sampling is an empirically su-
perior sampling regime even for small numbers of terms.

To understand why without-replacement sampling pro-
vides better performance than with-replacement sampling,
we examine the unconstrained least squares problem

min
x"Rd

mX

i=1

(aT
i x" bi)

2 = min
x"Rd

#Ax" b#22 (5)

Here, ai are vectors in Rd for 1 $ i $ m and bi are scalars, A
denotes the m%d matrix whose ith row is aT

i and b denotes
the vector whose ith component is bi. Let us suppose that we
are guaranteed that aia

T
i aja

T
j = aja

T
j aia

T
i and that there

exists and x! & Rd such that aix = bi for all i (we will relax
both of these assumptions momentarily). Suppose that we
run the incremental gradient method—with a constant step-
size !—for m steps, selecting index "(i) at iteration i. Then,
applying the recursive formula for updating the iterates, we
have (here, the product is ordered)

x(m) = x! +
mY

i=1

(I " !a!(i)a
T
!(i))(x

(0) " x!) . (6)

In with-replacement sampling, taking the expectation gives:

Ewr(x
(m) " x!) =

 
I " !

n

mX

i=1

aia
T
i

!m

(x(0) " x!)

On the other hand, taking the expectation with respect to
without-replacement sampling gives

Ewo(x
(m) " x!) =

mY

i=1

“
I " !aia

T
i

”
(x(0) " x!)
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Victor-SQL continues to run: it takes 1.9 hours to converge
to the optimal solution.

D.3 Incremental Gradient Lesion Study
To understand the contribution of incremental gradients,

we implemented a batch gradient scheme in Victor (i.e., B
is the whole data set in Eq. 4). An epoch of batch gradient
is actually faster in the RDBMS (an epoch of Forest Cover
takes 17s). However, the quality of the solution achieved
after 100 epochs of this näıve approach is worse than after
15 epochs of the stochastic approach. Thus, overall using
batch gradients is a net loss. This discrepancy is known in
the optimization literature [4] and supports our choice to
use incremental gradients on large-scale problems.

D.4 Sampling Lesion Study
We validate that without-replacement sampling allows faster

rates of convergence (we describe this theoretically in the
next section). To verify this assertion, we run the Netflix
data set in Victor-MM and force it to shu!e the data in
three ways: (1) without-replacement at each epoch (WO),
(2) with-replacement shu!ing (WR), and (3) a determin-
istic order (No Shu!e). In the No Shu!e approach, since
there is no need to shu!e data, we can and do use an ad-
ditional core for computation. The other two approaches
use 11 cores to compute the gradient and 1 core for shuf-
fling using the appropriate shu!ing algorithm. Figure 13(B)
shows the running time (x-axis) versus the RMSE while (B)
plots each epoch versus RMSE. We can see is that No Shuf-
fle converges substantially slower than either random order
in terms of epochs. Moreover, without-replacement shu!e
converges notably faster per epoch. The reported runs above
are averaged. On every run, without-replacement sampling
has lower RMSE than with-replacement sampling on every
epoch. We also see that the overhead for shu!ing is ! 4%
higher for WO (124.8s) versus No Shu!e (119.5s).

For with-replacement shu!ing, the shu!e phase is longer
than without-replacement shu!ing (almost 20s to shu!e the
Netflix data set). As we can see from the bumps of in Fig-
ure 13 in WR-11 (with replacement sampling with 11 worker
threads), there are periodic hiccups while worker threads
wait for the shu!er to complete. This justifies our decision
to pursue without-replacement sampling. To compensate
for these longer times, the scheduler reduces the number of
worker cores that perform work (here from 11 to 8). Thus,
we report WR-8 that uses 8 worker threads. The RMSE
using 8 or 11 threads decreases almost identically per epoch
(not always true), but here WR-8 speeds up the completion
time modestly (3% here, indicated by the “X”-mark).

E. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
A key insight that underlies our algorithms is that we

can constrain the ordering of the iGM’s steps to get paral-
lelism. But, this begs a simpler (and far deeper) question:
What e!ect does the ordering have on the convergence rate
of iGMs? To answer this question, we need to first un-
derstand the discrepancy in convergence rate between with-
and without-replacement sampling for iGMs (which is long-
standing open problem in optimization [4, pg. 628]). We
make progress on this problem for special cases, and explain
our current line of attack. The key intuition is that with-
replacement sampling may su"er from a coupon collector’s
penalty, i.e., with-replacement sampling may require a log-
arithmic factor more samples just to touch all of the terms
in the objective function. When the number of terms is in
the billions, the log factor can lead to significant slow downs.
However without-replacement sampling is an empirically su-
perior sampling regime even for small numbers of terms.

To understand why without-replacement sampling pro-
vides better performance than with-replacement sampling,
we examine the unconstrained least squares problem

min
x"Rd

mX

i=1

(aT
i x" bi)

2 = min
x"Rd

#Ax" b#22 (5)

Here, ai are vectors in Rd for 1 $ i $ m and bi are scalars, A
denotes the m%d matrix whose ith row is aT

i and b denotes
the vector whose ith component is bi. Let us suppose that we
are guaranteed that aia

T
i aja

T
j = aja

T
j aia

T
i and that there

exists and x! & Rd such that aix = bi for all i (we will relax
both of these assumptions momentarily). Suppose that we
run the incremental gradient method—with a constant step-
size !—for m steps, selecting index "(i) at iteration i. Then,
applying the recursive formula for updating the iterates, we
have (here, the product is ordered)

x(m) = x! +
mY

i=1

(I " !a!(i)a
T
!(i))(x

(0) " x!) . (6)

In with-replacement sampling, taking the expectation gives:

Ewr(x
(m) " x!) =

 
I " !

n

mX

i=1

aia
T
i

!m

(x(0) " x!)

On the other hand, taking the expectation with respect to
without-replacement sampling gives

Ewo(x
(m) " x!) =

mY

i=1

“
I " !aia

T
i

”
(x(0) " x!)

Simplifica<on: noise‐free (exists some x*  s.t. Ax*=b) 

Constant stepsize α/2 



Gradients Map to Matrix Norms 
Update rules explicitly aJer m steps (epoch) 

From scalar AGMI one may hope 
For any η geometric mean 

smaller 2‐norm arithme<c mean 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AGMI fails for two or more matrices 

Since the matrices aia
T
i all commute with one another, they

can be simultaneously diagonalized. Using this diagonaliza-
tion, the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality says

!Ewo(x
(m) " x!)! # !Ewr(x

(m) " x!)!

The discrepancy can be arbitrarily large if the norms of the
various ai are not uniform. In the case where there does
not exist an x! such that aT

i x = bi for all i, we show by a
combinatorial argument:

Theorem E.1. If all of the matrices aia
!
i commute with

one another and x! = (AT A)"1AT b denotes the optimal
solution of (6), then after a full epoch of the incremental
gradient method, !Ewo(x

(m) " x!)! # !Ewr(x
(m) " x!)!.

Relaxing the commutativity assumption is more di!cult.
Indeed, there is no known analog of the arithmetic geometric
mean inequality for matrices. For any two positive semi-
definite matrices, X and Y , it is true that

!XY ! # ! 1
2X + 1

2Y !2

[29]. However, this inequality does not hold – even for three
matrices. A counterexample is the following triple

X =

»
4 0
0 1

–
, Y =

»
1 "2
"2 4

–
, Z =

»
1 2
2 4

–
.

It can be then verified that !XY Z! = 30 while ! 1
3 (X +

Y + Z)!3 = 27 [13]. However, we only need the non-
commutative geometric mean inequality to hold on average.
This is summarized by the following conjecture called the
non-commutative arithmetic geometric mean inequality:

Conjecture E.1. Suppose X1, . . . , Xm are arbitrary, d$
d, positive semi-definite matrices. Then
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We have run numerical searches for a counterexample to this
conjecture and have found none. The following much weaker
form of this conjecture can be proved using Horn’s theorem
on singular value majorization [34]:

Theorem E.2. Let X1, . . . , Xm be d$ d positive definite
matrices. Then
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The bound (7) can be saturated (asymptotically) by set-
ting (so called harmonic frames [13]):
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for k = 1, . . . , n. However, this is the worst possible ordering
for this set of Xk. If we symmetrize, the bound does hold:

Theorem E.3. For every N % 1 and Xk defined above,
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where F is the hypergeometric function and

!(N) = 2F3
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This theorem is the most technically di!cult result of this
work. Once we symmetrize, the frames above are shrinking
asymptotically faster (in N) than with-replacement sam-
pling, giving evidence supporting Conjecture E.1.

F. EXTENDED RELATED WORK
Several statistical tools have already been integrated with

RDBMSs, notably Monte Carlo sampling [35, 42], Support
Vector Machines [36], Conditional Random Fields [32, 41],
and Graphical Models [38,40].None discuss the use of iGMs.

Parallel data mining is a huge field, but in general it has
looked at scaling or parallelizing specific algorithms, e.g.,
[27, 39]. In contrast, our goal is to push general purpose
tools for solving the mathematical optimization problems
that underlie a large number of data analysis algorithms.

Almost every problem underlying the algorithms in the
SQL Server’s 2008 R2 Data Analysis package or in Oracle
11g’s data mining toolkit is linearly separable8 (the notable
exception is Aprori [1]) but as we discuss, so are many more.

Web companies like Facebook, Amazon, Google, and Ya-
hoo! have tens of recommender systems, classifiers, and
time-series models that are used in their operation. Not
surprisingly, iGMs are popular in the Web community, e.g.,
VowPal Wabbit at Yahoo!, and in large-scale learning [6].
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In 2d, worst ordering as k=1,…,n  is given by. 

The 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Even in this case, without replacement is 
asympto<cally faster (on average). 

Proof exploits symmetry: frame is a representa<on of Zn 



More applica<ons than a cube of ice! 

‐  Recommending Movies on NeJlix 
– Experts: Low‐rank Factoriza<on.  
– Old SOTA  : 4+ hours.  
–  In RDBMS : 2.5 hours. 
– Hazy‐MM : 2 minutes.  

Prof. 
Benjamin 
Recht 

Buzzwords: A novel parallel execu6on 
strategy for incremental gradient methods to 
op6mize convex relaxa6ons with constraints 
or proximal point operators. 

Same 
Quality 



Where can DB help op<miza<on? 

Scalability: Operate on data sets much larger than 
memory with reasonable performance 

High‐level data manipula<on layer.  
Many apps simple models + lots of data = win. 

Cost models for data access ‐‐ 
 more than coun<ng steps. 



Conclusion 

Future of data management is in managing 
these less precise sources 

Key challenges: performance and maintenance. 
 Hazy aUacks this. 

Hazy Hypothesis: Handful of sta<s<cal operators 
 capture a diverse set of applica<ons.  


